


QUAKE CONTROL
Welcome to the second issue of FutureQuake!

Issue 1 brought you one-off stories in a variety of sizes and styles, and with
Issue 2 we've expanded that even further: Between the two issues we have
short, snappy one or two pagers, longer more involved tales, lightweight
comedy pieces and few more heavyweight atmospheric pieces... and though
the genre-focus of FutureQuakes mainly been on science fiction stories so
far, there's some Horror and Fantasy in there too. Hopefully Issue #3 will
introduce even more variety to the mix!
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"A giant radioactive chimp scaling the palace of the soviets
- it's like a nightmare from some capitalist movie!!!”
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Adrian Bamforth is a commercial illustrator and neglected
comic artist, drawing Sinister/Dexter and Judge Dredd for
2000ad to pass the time before global media domination with
his own strip "Obese Cat" See his work online at
www.adrianbamforth.co.uk.

Mike Donaldson divides his time between lecturing in Art and
Drama, writing absurd songs for his band HipSwitch, and
drawing for various small press magazines. He is married to
Sarah and has two sons.

Working out of the basement of a senile ex-Nazi's house, PJ is
drawing stuff for 2000AD. Currently, there is a warrant out
for his arrest. His vanity requires a whole domain name,
which is pauljholden.com

ABNORMALLY tall, Michael Molcher lives in Leeds and
spends his time avoiding low ceilings. He has always wanted to
draw comics but ended up as a reporter, which he isn't the
slightest bit happy about.Along with contributions to
Futurequake and Solar Wind, he has a regular two-page strip
in Lancaster entertainments listings magazine, Rapscallion.

Alex is the creator/editor of comedy magazine Mustard
(mustardmag.org) and writer/performer of stand-up comedy
and sketches. His fondness for forward-slashes extends to his
website at alexmusson.com/edy. Myth Control is his first
comic strip, which he's now expanding into a radio sketch
series.To evict Alex, phone 0800 555 5555. Calls cost
85p/min.

saved the day.

Unbelievably enough, Matt has been a professional illustrator
for over ten years and is represented worldwide by Three in a
Box Inc. Slightly less remarkable is the fact that he likes to
drink straight from the carton when he thinks that nobody is
looking and that he doesn't understand the rules (or indeed
the point) of darts.

Gary Wilkinson is a starving (un)professional writer. Stuff by
him has appeared in 2000 AD,The Guardian and various sf
magazines, comics and fanzines. He became a comics writer
by mistake. His favourite colour is black.And orange. More at:
www.quirkafleeg.freeserve.co.uk

recovered from printing the first issue of FutureQuake and
now seems to be getting the hang of it. .

PAUL GLASSWELL
Paul Glasswell is an aspiring writer (and ashamed that his first
published strip is too filthy for his Mum to read).

Is an enigmatic man of mystery.




